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he best proposal to represent Peru in this new edition of the Venice Biennale 
International Architecture Exhibition, 2018, was chosen among 40 other 
projects that were part of a nation-wide curatorial competition.

josé orrego herrera
commissioner – peru paviLion,
16tH internationaL arcHitecture exHibition – venice biennaLe, 2018

PerU in the 16th international
architectUre exhibition – Venice biennale

In a clear, concise manner and in a visually engaging and alluring way, Marianela 
Castro de la Borda, Janeth Boza and Javier Lizarzaburu, the curatorial team selected 
through this contest with the proposal Undercover, present the reality of the 447 
huacas (monumental pre-Hispanic pyramidal buildings) that lie beneath Lima’s 
urban fabric.

This new edition, under the slogan FREESPACE, is guided by the curatorial 
direction of Yvonne Farrell and Shelley McNamara (Grafton Architects). They 
invited proposals showing architecture generously acting on our reality. Peru 
participates in this edition with the certainty that it is necessary to acknowledge the 
value of our past and its relationship with the present, in our quest for a city that 
makes its heritage visible and recognises its possibilities in the process of building 
our own identity.

The visitor to this pavilion is immersed in an urban dychotomy where past 
and present overlap, where the city’s organic growth has turned the huacas into 
background noise, fencing them in, disowning them, covering them up, looting them 
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adobe bricks at pucllana (400 ad) 
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or neglecting them; in spite of all this, they are always there. At the end of the tour 
the curators present huacas as possibilities, showing different initiatives to prepare 
them for public use and their rehabilitation as new public spaces. In some cases 
they already are places of celebration or worship, symbols of belonging or venues 
for public activities, and are given surprising uses sparked by the community. A 
video shows with optimism the emergence of contemporary Peruvian architecture, 
where the huaca is a source of inspiration within the search for a local modernity. 

It is essential to state that both this edition and the preceding one, in 2016, have 
been possible thanks to Patronato Cultural del Perú, which has become the 
main agent of these presentations, with the support of other public institutions, 
such as Promperú, and private ones, such as Grupo El Comercio and Fundación 
Wiese, which have secured for 20 years a space for Peruvian art and architecture in 
the Biennale premises. 

I wish to thank the curators for their commitment to the proposal, as well as all 
the public and private institutions, the Patronato Cultural del Perú team – which 
for several years has worked on the implementation and organisation of the Peru 
Pavilion –, the people who have joined this project and all the entrants in the 
curatorial contest who, with great enthusiasm, presented different ideas showcasing 
our country’s need for more spaces for reflection that may enrich the discussion 
about our cities, a discussion we as Peruvians must keep alive.

ForeWord

pucllana (400 ad)

Photo: Picchio Wasi
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have often wondered why we limeños don’t always feel heirs to our city’s 
immense constructive continuity. While there may be many plausible 
explanations for this, our contemporary architecture is one of many points 
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Marianela castro de la borda
curator – peru paviLion,
16tH internationaL arcHitecture exHibition – venice biennaLe.
arcHitect. director oF FancystudioLima

throughout time that connect in a line that isn’t straight.
In present-day Peru there are more than 20 000 officially identified archaeo-

logical sites, carrying memories we ignore. In its capital city, Lima, this legacy is 
made manifest in 447 spaces all over the metropolitan area, making it the country’s 
richest city in archaeological heritage.

But Lima has forgotten its ancestors’ architectural and land logic. It has grown 
by patching itself up, reducing its citizen meeting places, transforming the land 
without reading it, shrinking the valleys, encroaching lomas (fog oases), occupying 
unsafe riverbanks and drying out the wetlands.

Its 447 structures are adobe and stone buildings erected over time. As far as 
we know, they used to be temples, astronomical observatories, inns or storehouses, 
administrative centres and ceremonial spaces, among other functions. They ar-
ticulated at the same time with an undivided relationship with the open space 
surrounding them.

i

peru paVilion

Rendering: Janeth Boza / Cesar Castillo

undercover



soil into the basic material of our architecture and gave life to these desert lands, 
it is at present Lima’s invisible ecological support system. In brief, this is a form of 
public bounty awaiting to be revealed, establishing the bases for an architectural 
and land continuity.

Receiving an inheritance means showing affection beyond time. However, in 
the absence of memory it could be lost. While generosity seems nowhere to be 
found in 21st century Lima, showing itself only once in a while, the fact is that we 
live with 447 spaces that are trying to show us that this value survives among us, 
even if it seems we aren’t conscious of it. In Lima, while these bonds strengthen, our 
inheritance is still undercover, wondering about our future.

With Undercover the Peru Pavilion seeks to unveil, in different dimensions 
and senses, these codes of generosity and continuity that are our inheritance. As 
if this legacy were a big box of mysterious contents that is meant to be discovered 
bit by bit – different movements with elements in tension, opposing faces to the 
spaces in between – huacas reveal information and the essential systems that 
surround them.

At the entrance to the pavilion what you see is our way of acknowledging the 447 
huacas in Metropolitan Lima. The first challenge is the uncertainty regarding their 
number; however, we have included in this homage the 447 huacas identified and 
geo-referenced in PLAM 2035, the latest urban plan for Lima in a metropolitan 
scale, based on cross-referenced information provided by several institutions.

On a 5 m x 3 m panel, each huaca is represented by a knot in Peruvian native 
cotton, the first domesticated non-edible plant. The knots, inspired by the work of 
Peruvian artist Jorge Eduardo Eielson, were crafted by a group of artisans, allowing 
each huaca to express the conflict and the possibility implied in the way the cotton 
twists and turns.

As a second allusion to the idea of unveiling, and as a sign of openness and 
connection, each huaca relates to its counterpart in the land through a series of 
threads. Threads allow the creation of relationships and tensions between the huacas, 
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We call them ‘huacas’, meaning ‘sacred’, although they each have a name and 
functions that evolved through time, since they adapted to the mores of each new 
society that inhabited them. They have lived with us for thousands of years, but we 
are only now getting to know them.

In a city without rain, these adobe buildings have seen layers of dust gather 
on their walls. This suspended architecture has covered them, simultaneously 
protecting and hiding them from view. This relationship between water and earth 
has made it possible for the huacas to endure all this time. At the same time, these 
conditions in our territory, compounded by neglect, have affected our ability to 
perceive these structures with our senses.

Senses are dimensions of knowledge. It is through them that we begin the 
process of learning and recognising. Regarding huacas, our senses are apparently still 
dormant. Being covered, to our eyes huacas look more like hills than edifications. 
They are spaces of silence, where we can listen to ourselves and the wind, or pause 
for a moment. Their smell connects us with water, earth, vegetation. They have 
different textures: the adobe bricks, the fingerprints of those who shaped them, 
their construction techniques and the light as it strikes their walls. But so much of 
this goes unnoticed.

For us, the curators, the generosity in these structures lies undercover, awaiting 
the moment where it can reveal itself in different scales and dimensions. Their 
architecture shows opportunity strategies that are defined by their relationship to 
emptiness. The passage from the ground to the sky is constructed by means of 
multiple surfaces that allow the creation of gradients between the public and the 
private, subtly designed calibrating width, length and direction in the routes. In 
huacas, the process that is required to get to a certain place matters.

A path demarcated by earthen walls takes us to a square, which surprises us 
with the openness and shelter it provides. Ramps and staircases connect us to 
platforms that allow us both to be and to be present, allowing us to read this sense 
of belonging. As for the canals network which enabled the transformation of the 

undercover



If a city’s pulse is determined by water, ¿what is its breathing like? Finally, the 
Arsenale space, as container of the pavilion, allows us to perceive the relationship 
between land, architecture and city through the medium of sound. The route 
through the pavilion is accompanied by a sound design created specifically for this 
space. The pavilion breathes, showing us it is still alive. This is not anthropocentric 
breathing, but rather takes into account water, air, earth, the city and architecture 
as part of a new system.

When we are unable to remember and it becomes difficult for us to perceive 
with our senses we need to imagine. Undercover is an invitation to do so. To 
understand what is not easy for us to discover, even if it is right in front of us.

In his book The Little Prince, Antoine de Saint-Exupéry wonders whether adults 
can really use their imagination. Where most people see a hat, the author invites 
us to see an elephant inside a boa constrictor. This image becomes an imagination 
factor, and is with us through the entire story. In this spirit, the Peru Pavilion seeks 
to become a guide in the process of imagining our future.
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their time dimension and the land, seeking to show pre-Hispanic Lima’s situation. 
These bonds are not only physical, but also social, economical and political. Evoking 
the concept of the quipu, an ancient coding system that preserved and communicated 
information, these threads may be read as a new code that restores and strengthens 
these relationships.

In another obverse/reverse action, as if turning something around in order to 
look at it from a different angle, a comparison is made between pre-Hispanic Lima 
and Metropolitan Lima. Two sides of the same panel contrast the land’s geography, 
its ecological structure, the relationship with each of the huacas and the urban 
growth which, by occupying so much space, has limited the preexistent sites in 
many ways.

Next is shown what is revealed when a huaca can be seen as part of a landscape. 
Two lateral photographs suspended in a transparency create a holographic effect 
for the 4 m x 3 m model of the Temple of the Sun, printed using digital technology 
based on a recomposition hypothesis. 

With an ample view to the Lurín valley and the Pacific Ocean, the Temple of the 
Sun is a ceremonial space with a ritual importance surpassed only by Cusco’s Temple 
of the Sun (Qorikancha). It commands the summit of the Pachacámac Sanctuary, 
a pre-Hispanic oracle containing an immense belief system. The sanctuary also 
functioned as a pilgrimage destination, with roads from the Coast and the Highlands 
of Peru leading to it.

In this area of the pavilion, the Temple of the Sun is shown in layers. Thus we 
are able to see the city surrounding it, the present land transformations and the 
gifts from nature (the sea, the colours of the earth, the sunset) in a transparency 
that by meeting this architecture transforms it.

A video which aims to show the present-day relationship between our city 
and its archaeological heritage is the final space to be unveiled. As a conclusion, 
more than ten huacas in different conditions and from different areas in Lima show 
urban, architectural and social convergences and divergences.

undercover



Metropolitan liMa in figures (1)

• COORdINATES 12°04’64”S   77°04’28”O

• EARLIEST HumAN pOpuLATIONS 13 000 bC

• bEGINNING Of CIvILISATION 2000 bC

• EARLIEST mONumENTAL HuACA 2000 bC 

(EL pARAíSO, SAN mARTíN dE pORRES)

• TImE fRAmE             4000 yEARS

(pRIOR TO THE ARRIvAL Of THE SpANIARdS)

• CuLTuRAL pROCESSES TO THE dAy 7 (u–SHApEd TEmpLES, LImA, 

WARI EmpIRE, yCHSmA, INCA 

EmpIRE, SpANISH EmpIRE, 

REpubLIC Of pERu)

• HuACAS (ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITES) 447

• dISTRICTS IN mETROpOLITAN LImA 49 

(LImA ANd CALLAO)

• dISTRICTS WITH HuACAS 41

• ATTACkS ON ARCHAEOLOGICAL HERITAGE 1556 (2009–2019)

• fINES ImpOSEd COuNTRy–WIdE 213

• INCREASE IN THE fREquENCy Of ATTACkS 187 (2014) – 321 (2017)



what we have in common. Lima has features also found in other Latin American 
cities that have undergone similar historical processes and social phenomena, such 
as colonisation and the checkerboard plan; ethnic diversity; an exodus from the 
countryside to the city; the arrival of modernity; uncontrolled and unplanned urban 
growth; social inequality; very affluent fenced-in areas next to large, improvised 
zones of extreme poverty; vegetation and aridity in contrast.

In this familiar scene there is an additional layer that makes Lima a unique 
place in the entire region. Imagine you are walking in a consolidated, low-density 
residential area, built some 20 years ago. At the end of the street you find an adobe 
volume. From afar it looked like a hill, but closer up you are able to identify the 
different segments forming a structure of squares, patios, enclosures and ramps 
whose pyramidal volume is five times the scale of the blocks surrounding it. A 
neighbour opens the window each morning and sips her coffee on the balcony, 
overlooking a structure that is over 1500 years old. What does this proximity mean 
to her? Does she see this age-old landscape as part of her identity and legacy? How 
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on the oUtside looKing in:
in liMa “the FUtUre is behind Us...”

janeth boza
curator – peru paviLion,
16tH internationaL arcHitecture exHibition – venice biennaLe.
arcHitect

w hen we visit a city for the first time, our first instinct is to acquaint 
ourselves with its particularities and discover the distinctive elements 
of their history. As in any first encounter, we usually first identify 

huantinaMarca (15tH century)

Photo: Carlos Contreras Mendoza
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Its relevance lies not only in the aforementioned multi-scale interpretations, but 
also in the spontaneous interactions presently springing within society itself. Many 
huacas are being claimed by citizens as an expression of their right to their city, to 
public spaces and to inclusion.

In these buildings we also read an architecture that is finding its origin again 
and again; what is built today has its base on the previous generation, and projects 
to the generations to come. Hopefully, as we can see in Andean culture and its 
cyclic vision of time – which turns its gaze back to the past in order to project 
towards the future –, we may someday be able to sip our coffee feeling we are part 
of this legacy and understanding its contribution to Latin American identity and 
world history.
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do the citizens of Lima read this heritage? From an urban and neighbourhood 
perspective, it seems to be understood in different ways. Some value it and claim it; 
others apparently do not understand it, but they protect it with a fence because they 
sense its value; many others regard it with indifference and even disdain, turning 
their backs to it and even building on top of it.

Another singular trait that enabled this layer’s survival through time is climate. 
It never rains in Lima, and it never gets either too hot or too cold. This may have 
contributed to an architecture less concerned with providing shelter than with 
connecting with its environment. There is still much to study and learn about 
huacas; however, some of the answers seem to lie in the land and the landscape. 
Different approaches, from archaeology to community activities, acknowledge 
a system that made respectful use of available resources, and agree that these 
buildings were not conceived as isolated architectural pieces, but were modeled 
following a vision of the land that was transversal to the Coast and the Highlands, 
as well as the notion of traveling from one to the other. The history and diversity 
behind the more than 447 sites forming this layer are ample and complex. More 
than one culture had an influence on their construction and occupation. There 
were different hierarchies and social relationships, numerous uses and constructive 
systems. Nevertheless, we can read in them universal values whose relevance is 
astounding, in what they have left for the present city and their coincidence with 
contemporary architectural explorations.

It is this approach, which consists of seeing the world as a whole and of properly 
understanding the environment, that makes these buildings extremely capable of 
referencing the territory and comprehending matter not only in its static sense, but 
also in its transformative abilities: from desert to valley; from adobe to monument; 
and then monumentality itself becomes a resource for a sense of continuity and 
memory, resulting in an architecture that, rather than mere buildings, becomes 
landscape.
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ima’s development as a city has been unique and incomparable. For almost 
500 years, and until recently, the official narrative considered as its only 
origin its Spanish foundation in the 16th century. There was no mention l

jaVier lizarzabUrU 
curator – peru paviLion,
16tH internationaL arcHitecture exHibition – venice biennaLe.
JournaList and Founder oF tHe Lima miLenaria campaign

liMa, the UnexPected city

anywhere of the age-old preexistences that had made the foreign foundation 
possible, such as the irrigation canals that, according to architect Juan Gunther, 
were the umbilical cord that gave life to Lima.

We cannot know if this ommission was intentional. Be it as it may, since 1535 and 
for a long time Lima projected an image of a city with one legacy – and that legacy 
was European. Cusco was somehow assigned the task of representing native, mixed-
race, ancestral Peru. During the 20th century several writers and social scientists 
debated long and hard about what Lima really was or wasn’t: it was neither as white 
as the official version tried to convey nor as indigenous as reality appeared to show.

This discord, reflected in different types of discrimination, is blamed on a 
Nation project that was unable to incorporate with equality the land’s multicultural 
character. In time, we learned to stop seeing these massive structures called huacas, 
covered in earth and neglect. 

Only recently, as a consequence of the accelerated and uncontrolled urban 
growth unleashed in Lima in the 1950s, and thanks to archaeological developments, 
everything that had been ignored or overlooked for 500 years came out into the 
open with unprecedented force. New populations settled on the agricultural land 
where these adobe structures had secretly survived. These areas grew and were 
incorporated into the new map of the city.
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hayway at chukitanta (eL paraíso / 2000 bc)

Photo: Ernesto Jiménez Ortiz



So for us, in Lima, huacas are therefore also new. We are beginning to see 
them and relate to them. We have yet to decipher their language and listen to the 
messages they bring. There are gifts to be received and duties to be assumed. The 
past appears, unexpectedly, laden with possibilities.
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cycling around history – el paraÍso (2000 bc) 
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The Atlas de Infraestructura y Patrimonio Cultural de las Américas (The Atlas of 
Infrastructure and Cultural Heritage published by the Inter-American Development 
Bank - IDB, 2012) found that Lima is the city with the the largest number of 
archaeological heritage sites in Peru. Data from the largest municipal urban 
planning study to date, PLAM 2035, reveal there are 447 identified archaeological 
sites in the capital city, spanning more than 4000 years of architecture in the 
metropolitan area. These sites represent, in turn, five cultural moments up to the 
arrival of the Spaniards.

In the 20th century migration and archaeology gradually transformed Lima, 
making it irreversibly mixed-race, anxious to heal its wounds and striving to 
integrate its many identities. It is in this context that I launched the Lima Milenaria 
campaign in 2010, with the purpose, essentially, of setting Lima’s story straight. This 
is conveyed in a timeline that begins in 2000 BC at El Paraíso, the site of the first 
monumental architecture in the area.

The selling point was getting an official recognition of this millenary city from 
the Lima Metropolitan Municipality, which was obtained in 2012. This new timeline 
allowed each of us to identify with a particular moment in that development – 
Andean, African, Chinese, Arab, Jew, among others – up to the present day. It 
also allowed, thanks to its democratic horizontality, to dispense with the nefarious 
characterisations as ‘better’, ‘legitimate’ or ‘superior’ which so much harm have done 
to Lima in the past. Thus, it was hoped, all of these identities in conflict would be 
able to find a place of equal recognition.

This led to changes in the citizens’ perception of their city, in an official as 
well as a popular sense. On the former level, the traditional interpretation had 
been focused – in Lima’s case, almost exclusively – on its colonial and republican 
heritage. It is only recently that images of huacas have begun to fill these visual 
reference shelves. On a popular level we can see a solid growth of local initiatives 
seeking a greater integration between communities and their huacas. Thus, other 
imageries are beginning to be weaved together in the conversation about Lima.
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hen a construction company destroyed one of the 12 pyramids of El 
Paraíso archaeological complex, on June 2013, the extent to which 
Lima’s archaeological heritage is vulnerable became apparent. The 

jorge lUis contreras Vélez
educator, arts administrator and Founder oF tHe saLvemos Las Huacas 
citizen initiative

liVing with the Past to bUild the FUtUre

w
magnitude of the irrevocable damage done to a monument more than 4000 years 
old was a red flag for the more than 400 huacas in Lima, of which only 27 have been 
repaired and prepared for public use.

María Rosales is Sister Killa, a member of Kapaq Sumaq Ayllu (‘big happy 
family’, in quechua). She is a guard at the El Paraíso huacas, in the San Martín de 
Porres district. She and the other members of Kapaq Sumaq Ayllu give conferences, 
reenact ancestral ceremonies and seek to recover the former harmony between 
Lima’s ancient inhabitants and these monuments. They were there on the fateful 
day the pyramid was destroyed. Witnessing this terrible event only strengthened 
their determination to persist and to make sure the huacas’ voice is heard.

This motivated educator Nils Castro and a group of cyclists to create the Círculo 
Protector de las Huacas (Huaca Protection Circle),1 an initiative that promotes cycling 
to the huacas in order to monitor their conservation, photograph them and report on 
their condition on social media. To the date they have visited and documented more 
than 100 huacas and identified the cycling routes that connect them.

Karen Luján and Alberto Tapia, archaeologists, belong to this cycling group. 
Since 2004, through the organisation Cuida Tu Huaca PLO (Look After Your Huaca 

1  https://www.facebook.com/CirculoCiclistaProtectordelasHuacas/
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cajaMarQuilla (6tH century), ccph
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workshops and ceremonies. They focus on the sacred value of the headland known 
as Morro Solar and the Villa wetlands, where the Armatambo Archaeological Site 
used to flourish. They carry out ayni, where the community is called for voluntary 
huaca cleaning sessions, a tradition that harks back to the Andean concept of 
reciprocity.

Finally, Salvemos las Huacas8 arose from a 2001 initiative at La Unión school, 
in Pueblo Libre. It evolved into a digital collaboration platform articulating the 
different local initiatives defending heritage. As its founder and cultural manager, 
I organise archaeological walks and the Qhapaq Ñan en el Asfalto routes (Qhapaq 
Ñan on Tarmac), which map out the remains of the Inca Trail and its pre-Hispanic 
irrigation canals, as well as its huacas, from an educational perspective, considering 
the school an arts management space.

Lima is beginning to see itself as a millenary city. This modern metropolis erected 
upon the old earthen city, connected by the roads and canals that made this desert 
arable, is each day more alive and present in our daily life.

8  http://salvemoslashuacas.pe and https://www.facebook.com/salvemoslashuacas
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PLO),2 they work with schools from the Los Olivos and Lima Norte districts, with 
the purpose of gathering information on the archaeological sites and furthering 
citizen initiatives for their management by schools and the community.

In the Comas district (Lima Norte) is the Colectivo Colli,3 led by educator 
Haydee Quispe and an enthusiastic group of teachers, communicators, archaeologists, 
tourism students and activists who develop memory and citizen movilisation issues, 
promoting cleaning activities, guided visits, festivals and workshops in the huacas 
with elementary school students.

In eastern Lima, in the heart of San Juan de Lurigancho, ICHMA (Institute for 
Culture, History and the Environment),4 led by educator Arturo Vásquez Escobar, 
organises Recreational History workshops with other professionals and furthers the 
work of the Defenders of Cultural and Natural Heritage of San Juan de Lurigancho. 
They monitor the Campoy Fortress and Mangomarca Lomas Eco-Circuit,5 creating 
environmental and heritage conscience and reporting land trafficking in the area. 
Special mention deserve the Kusi Sonqo Tourist Guides,6 schoolchildren from 
Daniel Alcides Carrión school.

At southern Lima, in the Chorrillos district, the Ichmay Tampu collective,7 led 
by Julio César Castagnola, cleans – both physically and spiritually – the six huacas 
still resisting urban expansion, claiming their ancestral memory through weaving 

2  Los Olivos Project: www.facebook.com/CuidaTuHuacaPLO/ 
3 https://sites.google.com/site/colectivocolli/ and https://www.facebook.com/colectivocolli.

limanorte/
4 https://www.facebook.com/Instituto-de-Cultura-Histor ia-y-Medio-Ambiente-

ICHMA-482779998454695/
5 https://www.facebook.com/Ecocircuito-Huaca-Fortaleza-de-Campoy-Lomas-de-

Mangomarca-292540150881435/
6 www.facebook.com/defensoreskusisonqo/
7  www.facebook.com/Ichmaytampu/
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Metropolitan liMa in figures (2)

• SuRfACE AREA 283 881 ha

• uRbAN LANd 91 326 ha

• vALLEy AREA 11 099 ha

• pubLIC GREEN SpACES 3457 ha                   

• pRIvATE GREEN SpACES 4513 ha

• pubLIC GREEN SpACES  3.6 m2

pER INHAbITANT 

• LOmAS (fOG OASES) 21 280 ha

• WETLANdS 600 ha

• HuACAS 6700 ha

• ANNuAL pRECIpITATION 7 mm

• RIvERS 3

(CHILLóN, RímAC, LuRíN)

SOuRCES:

INEI, CpI, pLAm 2035, mvCS, pEAIE, uRbAN bLACk HOLES, OjO púbLICO



ima is a millenary city whose first vestiges of occupation date back to more 
than 10 thousand years. Its 482 archaeological sites occupy approximately 
7000 hectares. As was the case in the rest of the country, while the city l

towards a new role For heritage in liMa

jorge arrUnátegUi 
vice minister oF Heritage and cuLturaL industries

grew demographically and economically, its social cohesion became fragile. Today, 
our capital city is home to more than 10 million inhabitants who live and transit 
around heritage monuments in their daily life. Distrust, lack of public safety and a 
scant interest in community life have become characteristic to this country, strong 
in macro-economic terms but fragmented as a nation.

One of the characteristics of healthier societies is their citizen’s daily enjoyment of 
public spaces, which promote recreation and strengthen the ties within a community 
and between communities. Faced with a lack of determined public action regarding 
this situation, in Lima, as in the rest of the country, private corporations have 
filled this void, mainly with shopping malls. Today, Lima’s 15 largest malls have 25 
million monthly visitors. The public’s favourites are those with the most leisure and 
entertainment areas.

The culture sector, meanwhile, gave priority to a traditional approach on heritage 
protection and promotion, enclosing the archaeological sites in walls that fence 
them in, forbidding the people any contact with them; these were left exclusively 
in the hands of expert researchers, middle-men between monuments and citizens. 
These are even considered potential trespassers, instead of the rightful cultural 
heirs. For the neighbours of our archaeological sites, and for the general population, 
huacas have become non-places in the city; they are inaccessible, and even houses 
have their backs to them.
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Music group los shapis at Mateo salado (1100 ad)

Photo: Peruvian Ministry of Culture



he Mateo Salado archaeological complex used to be a classic example of the 
complicated situation endured by hundreds of pre-Hispanic monuments 
in Lima. 

Pedro esPinoza Fajardo
arcHaeoLogist and cuLturaL manager 
director – mateo saLado integraL proJect

Mateo salado: recoVery and ManageMent
oF archaeological heritage in liMa

t
This administrative and ceremonial centre was built by the Ichma (1100-

1450 AD) and reoccupied by the Inca (1450-1532 AD). It has 16.4 hectares and 
consists of five truncated and stepped pyramids, as well as the remains of a walled 
path and of a perimeter fence. Located in the Lima district (in the centre of 
the city), it is surrounded by consolidated and socio-economically contrasting 
housing developments. Mateo Salado was in a calamitous state of conservation; its 
disappearance seemed inevitable. It was occupied by 14 families, dozens of informal 
mechanics and several farmers. There was a tremendous garbage accumulation 
problem on the site. Frequented by criminals, it was considered a high-risk zone. 
All of these factors led the neighbours not only to develop a negative perception 
of the archaeological complex, but to even consider it a disadvantage to live in 
the area. 

However, since 2007 the Peruvian Government has taken on the task of con-
tinuously conditioning Mateo Salado for public use, through research, conservation 
and its adaptation for visitors. Consequently, Pyramid A (the Main Temple), Pyramid 
B (the Pyramid of Birds) and Pyramid E (the Lesser Funerary Pyramid) were 
restored. In the following years, up to 50% of illegally occupied areas have also been 
recovered. This has reversed the process of drastic monument destruction. Since 
2014 it is open to the public, and visits to the site show a growing trend.
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Faced with this situation, in recent years the culture sector has been working 
on projects and experiences – still isolated endeavours – promoting heritage as 
an essential resource for the construction of citizenship, as is the case in Túcume 
(Lambayeque) and Pachacámac (Lima).

More recently, and within the framework of the culture sector’s role in the 
bicentennial of Peru’s independence (2021), two specific initiatives around citizenship 
and heritage are furthered. The first is Puerto Cultura, born as a program for the 
promotion of socio-cultural activation in public spaces adjacent or within sites declared 
national heritage – be it pre-Hispanic or post-16th century – subject to public and 
private funding for their preservation, preparation for public use and intervention for 
the betterment of people’s quality of life, from an urban planning and community use 
perspective. To date, five integral projects operate in some of Lima’s most populated 
areas, such as San Juan de Lurigancho (Mangomarca) and Puente Piedra (Tambo 
Inga). Other projects placing a greater emphasis on the reconfiguration of the sites’ 
protection walls have the purpose of making it easier for the community to have access 
to the sites and to claim them as spaces of cultural and urban activation.

On the other hand, following a legal provision for the free entrance to museums 
and archaeological and historical sites for all citizens and permanent residents in 
the country, the Ministry of Culture launched the Museos Abiertos initiative (Open 
Museums, MUA). It furthers the development of better services for visitors to sites 
and museums, as well as presenting multidisciplinary programs by which visitors can 
enjoy storytelling events, concerts and other performances representing the country’s 
different cultural expressions. The Open Museums program receives approximately 
22 000 visitors the first Sunday of each month, doubling previous numbers.

Our capital city is enormous and complex. It strides towards the nation’s bicen-
tennial with a pending task: to reconstruct its social fabric, as well as its identity. 
Our rich millenary culture, of which our pre-Hispanic monuments are part, plays 
an essential role in this task. Understanding that these heritage sites not only pro-
vide us with majesty, stories and public-use places, but can also become spaces of 
national integration, is part of the challenge.

undercover



excavations in industrial settings, exhibitions of modern objects and a workshop for 
schoolchildren revolving around gender violence, ethnic discrimination and recent 
political violence in Peru. These topics are unthinkable under a traditional heritage-
centred narrative, which focuses on highlighting (and often idealising) only the 
pre-Hispanic period.

All of this transforms Mateo Salado into an active citizen space, surpassing 
the vision of archaeological sites as shrines locked away in the past, distant from a 
reflection on our present. 
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guided tour at Mateo salado (1100 ad)
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But how was Mateo Salado managed, beyond purely technical and tourism 
aspects? In 2011 we created a management plan with the purpose of obtaining 
heritage status for the monument and transforming it into an integral development 
resource.1 The plan aims as well to strengthen citizenship, thus enabling citizens 
themselves to ensure this development will not drift towards inequality. It also 
propounds that the monument has multiple values beyond being a tourism asset: 
it is important for non-formal education, for science, landscape and recreation. 
Finally, it considers the site a space for dialogue between the many already existing 
urban identities, instead of originating a unique, ethereal identity.

In accordance with the management plan, Mateo Salado offers many free 
activities to the community, such as poetry readings, historical and collective 
memory workshops, citizenship workshops and expressionist cinema screenings. 
These do not revolve around pre-Hispanic issues, thus avoiding stereotyping 
the monument as a ‘place of the past’. Recently, we have begun a series of sport 
events which arose from agreements with neighbourhood representatives. There is, 
therefore, a wide range of social uses for the monument. The only conditions are 
that 1) the activities must promote the topics through which the monument seeks 
to further community life and 2) they do not harm the site.

The methodological perspective guiding research and management at Mateo 
Salado is the cultural continuum. This outlook, created by the author of these lines, 
considers all occupations of the monument – not only pre-Hispanic ones – to have 
equal worth as ways of life.2 Within the cultural continuum context there have been 

1 Espinoza, P., 2014. “Una propuesta de gestión para monumentos arqueológicos en entornos 
urbanos.” In: Negro, Sandra and Samuel Amorós (Eds.). Patrimonio, identidad y memoria. 
Lima: Universidad Ricardo Palma. Pp. 379-400.

2 Espinoza, P., 2014. “La perspectiva del Continuum Cultural para la gestión de monumentos 
arqueológicos”. In: Observatorio Cultural Nº 2. Lima. Pp. 29-35.
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he concept of enhancing the value1 of heritage sites can well be understood 
in its wider meaning of recovering a site in order to admire it, learn from it 
and share it. Its purpose is to ensure the citizens’ ability to enjoy a monument 

lUis FeliPe Villacorta ostolaza
arcHaeoLogist, ceo oF arQueo andes

enhancing the ValUe
oF archaeological heritage: old ParadigMs
and new challenges

t
that represents a moment in history, and is therefore a symbol of the path a society 
has taken, and of its identity. In our milieu this concept is primarily used in the 
context of archaeological heritage; in the case of colonial or republican heritage, 
intervention and recovery usually use the term ‘restoration’. The former is usually 
dissociated from contemporary agents and networks (excepting archaeological 
sites considered tourist attractions or managed by research projects). The latter 
appears integrated into present society, playing out ordinary daily roles as houses, 
institutions, cultural and leisure spaces, among others.

It was Arturo Jiménez Borja who in the 1960s bestowed a paradigmatic 
meaning on the concept of enhancing the value of national archaeological heritage. 
Puruchuco was the symbol of this stance. Jiménez Borja incorporated a new 

1 The Spanish phrase ‘puesta en valor’, borrowed from the French ‘mise en valeur’, is widely used 
in the conversation around archaeological heritage in Latin America. It implies the research, 
excavation and restoration processes that are carried out in an archaeological site in order to 
prepare it for public use, as well as the management of public outreach activities. The term 
‘value enhancement’ is an approximation of this concept. [Translator’s note]
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walk the huaca (pacHacÁmac / 3rd century to 15tH century)

Photo: Felipe Bendezú Carbajal



planners, engineers and landscape architects, among other specialists. It shows 
interesting indicators of costs and timelines, as we can see in this table:
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Although this table is revealing, it should be examined with caution. In the case 
of the Inca Trail the intervention focused on the two parallel walls defending 467 
metres of path, resulting in a total of 934 linear metres. In the case of Huantina-
marca the costs include material analysis, as well as a book and a video documenta-
ry. Taking all this into account, the interventions shown in the table give an account 
of a new perspective on value enhancement projects in Peru, and of the interaction 
between old models and new challenges facing the 21st century.

Archaeological
site or huaca

Huantinamarca

Inca Trail 

Corpus II

Culebras

Huaca 64

Year

2009/2010

2013/2014

2014

2014

2017

Time 
schedule
(months)

7

6

4

4

4

Intervention
(in square metres 
or linear metres)

3651.59 m2

634 lm

790.00 m2

468.00 m2

524.15 m2

Investment
(USD)

294 000.00

105 000.00

31 000.00

31 000.00

56 000.00

Investment ratio 
(USD) per m²
or linear metre

80.4

112.1

39.5

66.7
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element to the research and restoration project: the on-site museum. Thus was born 
the canonical duo in the preparation of archaeological heritage for public use in 
Peru: huaca and museum. 

Since the Puruchuco story, and facing the 21st century, the range of experiences 
and possibilities for the preparation of Peruvian huacas for public use has expanded 
remarkably. While once the fundamental role was reserved for State agents of the 
public sector, such as ministries and municipalities, nowadays we see initiatives 
coming from academia (Huaca de la Luna and Universidad Nacional de Trujillo), 
action taken by private non-profit institutions (El Brujo huaca and Fundación 
Wiese), the conciliation between heritage and the need for infrastructure expansion 
and development (the Pando Inca Trail and Pontificia Universidad Católica del 
Perú) and projects undertaken by private corporations (Huaca Huantinamarca and 
Grupo San José).

All of these archaeological projects answer to different needs, such as academic 
objectives, institutional patronage policies, urban conditioning and renovation 
projects, commercial strategies or corporate image. Recently, and in Lima’s particular 
case, the preparation of huacas for public use is seen as a viable way of generating 
public spaces and strengthening city values in a city sorely in need of them, as is the 
case of the Mangomarca project.

Many different methods of conservation and restoration have been used: tra-
ditional filling, anastylosis, bringing walls back to plumb, archeometry and physi-
cal-chemical analysis to identify pigments and pictorial techniques, among others. 
In spite of this progress, the process of restoration remains faithful to its funda-
mental principles: the identification of the object intervened and the reversibility 
of the actions.

Preparing archaeological heritage for public use is an activity in tune with our 
times; hence, it demands immediacy and interdisciplinary work. It is consequently 
subject to deadlines and fixed budgets, and to interaction with architects, urban 
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ndercover wants to point out the fact that throughout Lima’s develop-
ment both the city and its citizens have turned their back to the huacas, 
and how this has led to the disappearance of many of these sites. The fact 

how to Untangle the Knot?
a debate on the PriVate ManageMent
oF archaeological sites

that each huaca is represented by a knot in Lima’s urban fabric is significant. As the 
curatorial team points out, a knot symbolises an unresolved conflict, but also the 
possibility of solving it.

Only seven of the 447 huacas in Metropolitan Lima interlaced by this exhibition 
are open to tourism. In other words, only 1.6% of Lima’s huacas generate positive 
externalities for the city and receive constant aid from the government. In 
conservation terms, these numbers show the great risk facing most huacas. In a city 
as densely populated as Lima, with an extremely high demand for land, disused 
property is unavoidably encroached, appropriated or reused.

These alarming numbers are even larger on a national scale. Of the 22 000 
identified archaeological sites, 13 000 have been declared national cultural heritage; 
only 0.6% of them (73 sites) are open to tourism. The magnitude of the problem 
and the comparative opportunities huacas would bring to Lima – and the entire 
country – makes it necessary to untangle this knot in terms of public policy. It is 
not that Peruvian cultural policies do not protect huacas; the problem is that the 
model is ineffective.

jUan Pablo de la PUente brUnKe
LaWyer speciaLised in cuLturaL Heritage. Former vice minister oF cuLture

U
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la luz (1100 ad)

Photo: Jesús Bahamonde Schreiber
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The debate around the private management of archaeological sites must go on. 
Just as Undercover’s objective is the rediscovery of Lima’s huacas by its citizens, 
it is essential the government rediscovers them as well. The government must 
recognise them as public assets, capable of generating positive externalities for a 
sustainable development through their cultural management. This endeavour cannot 
afford to exclude the citizens any longer, since Lima and its inhabitants will live with 
their backs to the huacas as long as cultural policy has its back to reality and keeps 
generating nefarious incentives.
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la luz (1100 ad): fenced in, isolated, separated
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In Peru – as in other developing countries rich in cultural heritage that have 
undergone colonisation processes, such as Mexico and Egypt – the present cultural 
policy for the protection of archaeological sites is carried out mainly through 
exclusive government property and management. This relegates citizens to a secondary, 
contemplative role, or reduces them to donors. 

Such a rigid legal system risks confusing the protection of cultural heritage 
and the protection of government prerogatives. This hinders the protection of the 
largest possible number of archaeological sites, which innovative protection models 
would make possible. 

Empirical evidence in Peru shows that the private sector has historically financed 
more archaeological research than the government. However, these are short-term 
sponsorships, since the system hampers sustained alliances. This explains the scarcity 
of successful long-term public-private alliances, such as the ones at the El Brujo 
complex and Huaca de la Luna in the northern coast of Peru, or at Huaca Pucllana, 
in Lima.

The Peruvian government does not have – and will never have – the resources 
and abilities required to fulfil the the powers vested by law as sole owner, manager, 
supervisor and regulator of archaeological sites. Taking into account the enormous 
cultural diversity in Peru, no government could do it alone, without alliances.

In order to address this situation, on September 2015 the Ministry of Culture 
promoted the amendment of the law, with the aim of furthering sustainable long-
term alliances with the private sector for the management of archaeological sites. 
Legislative Decree 1198 generated an intense national debate that ended in its 
repeal by Congress on December, that same year. A violent opposition to the 
reform prevailed, since it was understood as a law contrary to heritage, and it was 
believed the government was renouncing its protective role. In other words, in the 
name of cultural heritage, the government retained its prerogatives as exclusive 
manager and the crisis in the protection system was ignored, since no alternative 
reform was put forward.
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Metropolitan liMa in figures (3)

• pOpuLATION 

• RímAC vALLEy, bEfORE THE ARRIvAL 200 000 (approx.)

Of THE SpANIARdS                                    

• LImA CENTRE

1535 1500

1910 140 000

1961 1 901 927

2017 9 111 000 (estimated)                                                   

• uRbAN pOpuLATION 98%

• RuRAL pOpuLATION 2%

• mAIN LANGuAGES 8

(SpANISH, quECHuA, AImARA, ASHáNINkA,

CAuquI, jAqARu, mATSIGENkA, SHIpIbO–kONIbO)

• Gdp pER CApITA 5726 uSd
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he traces of the process that shaped the territory of pre-Hispanic Lima 
overlap, building and defining its identity and the memory of the land. 
However, the arrival of modernity, with its violent urban expansion, led to 

territory, city and architectUre
in Pre–hisPanic liMa

josé canziani
FuLL proFessor at tHe pontiFicia universidad catóLica deL perú arcHitecture 
department. Head oF tHe arcHitecture and city researcH centre (ciac–pucp)

t
the disappearance of agricultural valleys, in a forceful expression of the accelerated 
process of de-territorialisation that our country, and its capital city, are undergoing.

Nevertheless, fragments of this land memory persist; for instance, in the pre-
Hispanic urban complexes and monuments linked to roads and canal systems. 
These traces can still be found in the guiding axes of Lima’s modern configuration 
and in the successive implementations that have shaped it.

Creating maps is one of the tasks to which we are most dedicated. Maps are 
essential instruments for the attainment of knowledge and representation and, 
in Lima’s case, they are tools that help to reconstruct the memory of successive 
interventions and settlements throughout different periods. 

These maps have the purpose of representing archaeological complexes in their true 
spatial dimension. This allows them to cease to be mere points in a map, rendering 
them visible and allowing an understanding of the reasons that led to their original 
locations. They propose to rebuild and re-articulate the components of the land into 
which they were weaved, presenting a contrast to their present situation, in which 
they are alienated from the landscape and encapsulated within the urban fabric.

We present these maps as an instrument for the affirmation of the cultural identity 
of the territory where our city stands, in order to achieve an integral assessment of 
the surviving monuments and establish guidelines for project interventions that 
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During the Lima era (100 to 600 AD) complexes such as Maranga, Pucllana 
and Cajamarquilla stand out, their pyramids towering over green fields. These 
budding urban hubs and cities were linked to the construction of an irrigation 
system in which the Maranga, Magdalena, Huatica, Surco and Nievería canals 
played a leading role, creating a network that became vital for the valley.

This canal system later expanded with the Surco canal, which flowed southwards. 
Consequently, the adaptation of the land for farming expanded to this part of the 
valley, which had the city of Armatambo as a reference point, sheltered by the Morro 
Solar. Other cities reached their peak during these times. Maranga-Chayavilca, for 
example, breathed new life into the land development of the lower valley, with a 
large city centre articulated to the valley by a complex road system. Cajamarquilla’s 
location was likewise connected to the higher valley and to the village of Canta, in 
the mountains.

To conclude this brief outline we must mention Pachacámac and its importance; 
it is an iconic expression of this indigenous relationship to land, and to the way cities 
were integrated to the site’s nature and landscape. In Pachacámac the sacralisation 
of landscape led to an ongoing construction of complexes, an expression of the 
oracle’s relevance, which endured for more than a thousand years.

Pachacámac played, therefore, an essential part in the formation of land identity 
in the Central Coast and, at the same time, a transcendent role in an even broader 
stage which integrated the highlands with the Pariacaca glaciers. This ancestral 
narrative expressed transversal complementarity, insolubly uniting the Andean 
highlands, the coastal deserts and its oases with the sea and the underground depths. 
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reconstruction of the garagay forMatiVe coMplex (1500 bc)

Source: José Canziani / Photo: Evelyn Merino-Reyna
Lima Cartographic Seminar / Architecture PUCP 2018-I
José Canziani – Elia Saez
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may contribute to their new meaning. In the context of urban re-qualification 
policies, this is not limited to their preparation for public use; above all, it implies 
considering them transcendent elements that allow these policies to become 
ingrained and dynamic.

In the valleys of Lima, the communion of the indigenous population with 
nature harks back to the primeval Archaic era (3000 to 1600 BC), when ceremonial 
complexes such as El Paraíso articulated land, architecture and the urban fabric. 
The temples were built along the arid borders of the valleys, above the canals 
that demarcated the original agricultural spaces, thus configuring the inhabitable 
landscape and the new nature of the land.

This process of shaping the territory continued during the Formative era (1600 to 
500 BC), with its monumental U-shaped complexes such as Garagay and La Florida, 
in locations that allow us to deduce the configuration of the valleys in this early period.
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hese are the words of Swiss-Italian architect adine gaVazzi, who for near-
ly 30 years has studied and written about pre-Hispanic architecture in 
Peru. Her book Lima - Memoria prehispánica de la traza urbana (Lima - 

“the earliest Urban Planning in history tooK 
Place in liMa”

t
Pre-Hispanic Memory of Urban Design)1 became a milestone in the process of un-
derstanding the city. The following is an extract adapted from the story Javier 
Lizarzaburu published on his blog Lima Milenaria, on December 2017, which 
includes an interview with Gavazzi.2

One of the most astonishing conclusions she reaches in her work is that on the space 
now occupied by the capital city of Peru ‘the earliest urban planning in history’ took 
place. And that the growth of today’s city has followed this age-old urban design.

According to Gavazzi, the lessons in this efficient and intelligent use of the 
land have become the greatest resource we have in Lima, a huge city that in the 21st 
century seems to have lost all sense of direction and purpose.

An Associated Press story revealing the immense pressure the building industry 
puts on the huacas of Lima spread around the world. Why do you think this 
topic garnered so much interest abroad?
I suppose other countries were amazed to learn about this great past that is 
connected to the totality of a metropolitan surface. This is unique in the history of 

1  2014. Lima - Memoria prehispánica de la traza urbana. Lima: Apus Graph Ediciones. 260 pp.
2  http://limamilenaria.blogspot.pe/
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ancient lookout (HuaycÁn de pariacHi / 1100 ad)

Photo: Kevin Malca Vargas



Even if it’s true that most huacas are in a state of disrepair, I believe that we are 
seeing them for the first time.
I think the resources required to prepare them for public use are indeed available. 
We have 350 huacas, possibly more than 400, and we have more than 400 profitable 
businesses; they could each adopt a huaca and turn it into a centre promoting 
something in particular: a school, a library, a cinema, a place people recognise as an 
identity centre in their own neighbourhood.

Why do you think it is so hard to acknowledge this innovation, and to see the value 
of this legacy?
Because it isn’t part of the conscious collective imagery. There are no textbooks 
where you can learn about it, and schools don’t make monthly day trips to huacas. 
There isn’t a museum either that conveys this entire narrative, in spite of Lima 
being such a unique city in the world.

In 2018 the huacas are going to Venice. Do you think they will be understood there?
Venice was built in a place with no soil, and Lima was built in a place with no 
water. They do have something in common: both were born and grew where nobody 
could have imagined life could happen. And if there is a city in the world that can 
understand pre-Hispanic Lima, it is precisely Venice.
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urban planning. Usually, metropolis with an ancient history concentrate their entire 
heritage in a historical centre, in a single central place.

Here it is the other way round...
And not only is it the other way round. We’re in the 21st century, and this age-old 
network is still working.

Your book about pre-Hispanic Lima is concerned more with urban planning than 
with huacas.
Huacas are part of a larger system: huacas, roads and canals inform the planning in 
three valleys.

You show it as a process, but in reality, throughout these 4000 years different 
cultures developed.
The reason is that this kind of process evolves gradually. It isn’t a master plan that 
is carried out in four years. Planning is a gradual undertaking. For instance, the 
Dutch took 300 years to expand their territory and ended up generating a doctrine 
in land planning. This happened much earlier in Lima, and with an extremely 
significant particularity: instead of natural resources being directed towards an 
irrational supply system, their use was focused on creating a balance between what 
is used and what is given back to nature.

What is the relevant message contained in Lima’s age-old planning system?
The most important message for our days is that it is an urban planning system 
that, instead of ravaging the natural resources, brings them together in harmony, 
so they are capable of providing for larger human communities. Lima’s greatest 
resources for the future are the lessons contained in this efficient and intelligent 
use of the land.
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he Rímac River is one of several watercourses in the western Andes, origi-
nating in lakes and glaciers more than 5000 metres above sea level. After 
running approximately 160 kilometres it flows into the Pacific Ocean, along 

the lower part of the valley, where we find the city of Lima and its port, Callao.
Scant rainfall makes the Peruvian coast extremely dry. Consequently, rivers have 

always been its most important water source, both for living and for agriculture. In 
time, several groups settled in the Lima area permanently, attracted by the natural 
resources of the Pacific Ocean, its valley and its lomas (fog oases, desert hills where 
lush vegetation grows seasonally, during the winter).

These settlements grew, and some 8000 years ago their inhabitants began to 
grow coastal vegetables, giving rise to agriculture. They took advantage of periodic 
floods, by which the river provided the land with the humidity and nutrients it 
needed for the following crop.

A growing population and the establishment of more communities along the 
valley and the beaches resulted in the expansion of croplands farther away from the 
river. This led to the development of a complex irrigation system, with canals that 
transported water from the Rímac River to the new agricultural areas. 

The exact construction date of the great irrigation canals is unknown, but it 
was probably around 3800 years ago, when many species were grown and huge 
ceremonial stone and earth buildings were erected, such as those along the Chillón 
River, North of Lima.

surco canal, san borja district

Photo: Gonzalo Cáceres Dancuart
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hen Spanish conquistadors first crossed the northern Peruvian desert 
in 1531, they discovered bolls of cotton in colours they thought had 
been dyed by natives and set on the branches to dry. White cotton 

jaMes M. Vreeland, jr.
Founder oF peru naturtex, Lima

natUrally coloUred natiVe cotton:
ancestral threads in the PerU PaVilion

did of course exist on the Iberian Peninsula and in northern Africa, but naturally 
pigmented cotton was unimaginable.

As a young archaeologist working in the same desert landscape nearly half a 
millennium later, I, too, was stunned by this plant, Gossypium barbadense, yielding 
a unique array of natural colours – beige, brown, chocolate, rust and even mauve 
tones – with no dyestuffs of any kind! I felt a similar incredulity, but at the same 
time a desire to attempt to revive and reutilise this ancestral fibre. For decades 
the Peruvian Ministry of Agriculture had actually banned it, eradicating plants 
wherever any remnants survived, forcing the peasant farmers to cultivate it clan-
destinely for decades. 

Archaeological textiles are now dated as early as 11 000 years ago, and cotton 
fibres about 6500 before the present day. Since then, cotton appears to be one of 
the New World’s oldest and most important domesticated plants, and lies at the 
very foundation of an unparalleled tradition of excellence in textile technology and 
design in ancient Peru.

With the ban now lifted, our interdisciplinary research team was able to collect, 
multiply and then return seeds to the peasant farmers who had lost them. Now 
some 5000 traditional artisans can collect, spin and weave artisan textiles from 
naturally pigmented cotton. 

w
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Some 2800 years ago there were settlements on the Rímac valley, approximately 
4.5 kilometres from the river. Water, therefore, was already being transported long 
distances. This is the most solid evidence of what were to become Lima’s complex 
irrigation systems, which were fully functional until the first half of the 20th century.

Here we should refer to the concept of the ‘artificial valley’, an extension of the 
natural valley made possible by irrigation systems. These were based on a great main 
canal that extracted water directly from the river. Along its course, smaller canals 
forked out, carrying water to other places; from them tertiary canals would flow, 
and then shorter ones leading the water directly to the fields. 

When Europeans arrived to the Lima valley, the Huachipa, Nievería, Lurigancho, 
Piedra Liza and Bocanegra canals were already there, along the river’s right or 
northern bank. On the left or southern bank were the Ate, Surco, Huatica and La 
Magdalena canals. The latter branched into three canals: La Magdalena, Maranga 
and La Legua. Many of these canals were considerably long. The longest were 
Surco (19 kilometres), Huachipa (12.5 kilometres) and Piedra Liza and Ate (11.3 
kilometres each). These canals expanded the original narrow natural valley until it 
reached an area of 218 square kilometres. During the Colony and the early Republic 
these irrigation systems expanded to the point that they were able to carry water to 
the plantations in the valley.

Well into the 20th century Lima underwent an accelerated growth, mainly because 
of inland migration. One of the main consequences was the gradual disappearance 
of croplands and their replacement by an urban landscape. Many of the ancient 
canals disappeared as well. A new approach to the sustainable development of a 
city in the middle of a desert such as Lima is the recovery of these canals, not only 
as national cultural heritage, but also as a source of life for parks and gardens and 
as places of recreation and beauty for the city.
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knots handcrafted by artisans in the jicaMarca area

Photo: Marianela Castro De La Borda
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In 1977 I coined the term ‘native cotton’ to differentiate this variety from 
commercial cultivars and hybrids, many of which had their roots, so to speak, in the 
DNA of this ancient fibre.

The choice to incorporate native cotton in the Peru Pavilion marks the first 
time this extraordinary fibre is on display at the Venice Biennale. Inspired by Jorge 
Eduardo Eielson’s painting of ancient qhipus, a kind of accounting device made of 
carefully knotted strings, this creative concept of lines and knots connects us both 
visually and historically to Metropolitan Lima’s 447 huacas or archaeological sites, 
through time and space.

undercover

peruVian natiVe cotton
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ew may know that Jorge Eduardo Eielson, who lived most of his life in 
Italy, never applied for Italian citizenship – which would have saved him 
from the exhausting paperwork required to periodically renew his residence F

ancient PerU and conteMPorary art:
jorge edUardo eielson’s QUiPU–Knots

Martha l. canField
Latin american Literature proFessor, university oF FLorence
Writer, executor oF tHe J.e. eieLson estate

permit – as he considered it would have made him a traitor to his Peruvian origins. 
Eielson left his country at 25 to live in Paris, Geneva, New York and, from 1951, 
Italy, first in Rome and then in Milan, until the end of his days. However, the 
memory of his homeland and his veneration for the originary Inca and Pre-Inca 
cultures stirred in his heart, strengthening with time until they became central to 
his vision of the world and to his art. He often remarked on how pre-Hispanic art 
was the most important artistic discovery of the 20th century, along with African 
art: an art that touches the fibres of the sublime, rendering classical realism obsolete.

Thus, while the city of Rome seduced him completely, becoming the place 
where he developed artistic techniques as well as the centre of many of his poems, 
the memory of Lima grew within him, invading the Roman space. In the ‘60s, his 
nostalgia led to the creation of the abstract paintings called “Paisaje infinito de la 
costa del Perú” (“Infinite landscape of the Peruvian coastline”), in which he used 
sand from different beaches in Barranco, a seaside district in Lima. His knots, a key 
element in his art, can be considered likewise an end point in his evolution or, as he 

“knot”. jorge eduardo eielson

Photo: Janeth Boza
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himself would say, “the crystallisation of an inner process”. This process began with 
garments, which had in turn emerged from the “Infinite landscapes”; he pictured 
them as archaeological remains, unearthed from the sand itself. Therefore, after 
stretching, wrinkling, burning and cutting these garments, he ended by knotting 
them. He then understood that he was enacting an ancient, primordial gesture; the 
name quipu1 came naturally as an identifier, since it served to give homage to his 
ancestors, the ancient Peruvians who had built upon this primordial gesture a true, 
sofisticated language. 

1 A set of wool and cotton ropes incorporating a system of knots. These knots were used by the 
Inca for accounting and record-keeping, and there is ongoing research to establish if they also 
contain stories.
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puruchuco (15tH century)
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ontemporary Lima gives the impression of being an endless city spreading 
along the Pacific coast: primarily self-built low-density residential areas 
sprawl beyond a new skyline of skyscrapers and form nodes into the arid 

the selF–bUilt city as PaliMPsest

Kathrin golda–Pongratz
arcHitect and ph.d. in urban pLanning
internationaL urbanism proFessor in FrankFurt and barceLona

hills before fading into the desert. 
The migration of rural population has been the most decisive aspect of life 

since the mid-20th century in the Peruvian capital. Between 1940 and 2000, its 
urbanised land area has multiplied by a factor of almost sixteen. At present, more 
than 10 million of Peru’s total population of 32 million live in greater Lima,1 60% 
of them in the more or less consolidated self-built or non-formal settlements 
created as the initially stigmatised barriadas.2 Gradually tolerated, they make up 
the cone-shaped urban extensions where the boundaries between the formal and 
the non-formal city are completely blurred. A close examination of the urban 
expansion along the milestones on the Pan-American Highway suggests that 

c

1 In 1956, 120 000 people lived in peripheral settlements. By 1983, the figure was 2 million, and 
3.1 million in 2003. The last national census was held on October 22 in 2017. Source: http://
www.inei.gob.pe (accessed: February 18, 2018).

2 First described by José Matos Mar (Matos Mar, J., 1966, Las Barriadas de Lima 1957. Lima: 
IEP) as non-formal settlements originated by group-organised land occupations mainly in 
suburban public land, which are subsequently tolerated by the State. The flat desert land 
around Lima and the dry climate favour invasion and make life in a precarious shed tolerable 
over months, until savings are enough to build a solid and more permanent home.
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pachacáMac (3rd century to 15tH century)

Photo: Gonzalo Cáceres Dancuart



In the last decades, based on the Andean tradition of a shared economy, the 
marginal city has generated small and medium-sized businesses, which have 
emerged out of improvisation and the needs of the population. A mixture of rural 
customs and global influences has finally created a hybrid culture, which permeates 
all social and economic strata and parts of the metropolis. This seems to have 
proved the thesis formulated by John F. C. Turner and William Mangin in the 
1970s, according to which the hardworking and progress-oriented migrant would 
determine decisively the urban economy of the future generations.

Since the recognition of unplanned occupation of public and private land by 
the Barriadas Law in 1961, the process of consolidation has depended on political 
interests as well as on the dwellers’ self-organization and solidarity. These have 
been weakened since the outbreak of an inner war in Peru originated by the 
Maoist terrorist movement Shining Path (Sendero Luminoso) in the early 1980s. 
Subsequently, the dictatorial Fujimori government cultivated until the year 2000 
a paternalistic dependency that left destructive traces on community building and 
civic engagement that can still be seen nowadays. The lack of political attention, 
corruption within municipalities and a generalised absence of urban planning and 
of regulatory instruments are persistently favouring speculation and land grabbing 
processes while undermining the (re)construction of community and identity.

In this context, the reading of some of Lima’s urban spaces and its many pre-
Hispanic sites overtaken by uncontrolled urbanisation is a reading of scars and 
layers: be it through ad hoc or forced occupations, large urban plans or a mayor’s 
caprice or short-term dream, territorial traces are erased or rapidly overwritten. 
However, the palimpsestic nature of such places holds a strong potential: traces 
of the various pasts can be re(dis)covered. They are literally “in reserve”, and 
constitute a fundamental resource. A connection of vernacular memory with 
huacas and systems of pathways and territorial linkages might engage a population 
with primarily indigenous roots in a palimpsestic cohabitation, the creation of new 
forms of cultural hybridity and a sense for place-making. 
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greater Lima will gradually grow to some 400 kilometres in length over the next 
few decades.3 

Another close look at this macro region and migration magnet confronts 
us with a contradiction: by following the modern principles of rationalisation, 
industrialisation and specialisation Lima has, in fact, incubated the opposite: the rise 
of spontaneous structures. Since the first decades of the 20th century, the ongoing 
aspiration for modernisation and the incessant informal urban growth turned out as 
phenomena of mutual stimulation and constant conflict. 

The ephemeral, the spontaneous and the transitory becomes permanent. We 
discover that planning fails, whereas the non-planned and the provisional transform 
into solid urban structures. What was thought to be a temporary phenomenon, to 
which a formal solution would have to be given, turned out to be the solution itself.4 
In parallel, another seemingly contradictory process has advanced – favoured by 
both the institutions and the dwellers themselves: millenary solid territorial inscrip-
tions, such as ancient pathways or huacas, have been consciously or unconsciously 
overwritten.

3 Golda-Pongratz, K., 2015. “Transformaciones espaciales, identidades urbanas emergentes y 
conceptos de ciudadanía en el Cono Norte, Lima/ Perú”. In: Sethman, A.; Zenteno, E. (Eds.). 
Continuidades, rupturas y emergencias. Las desigualdades urbanas en América Latina. Mexico 
City: Fondo Editorial UNAM, p. 32. 

4 This is the message in the film A Roof of My Own (International Zone 41, UNTV, 1964), 
with a script by British architect John F. C. Turner. It portrays the invasion and consolidation 
process of El Ermitaño in Lima. Together with a current follow-up work in the area directed 
by the author, it was presented at the Habitat III Conference in Quito (2016). The team of the 
follow-up documentary is composed of Kathrin Golda-Pongratz (direction), Rosa Paredes 
Castro and Dayan Zussner (research), Imaginario Colectivo (production). See: http://www.
communityplanning.net/JohnFCTurnerArchive/index.php and https://www.facebook.com/
barrioautoconstruido/ (accessed: February 18, 2018).
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uilt heritage in Lima’s urban development plans
Reflecting on the relationship between urban planning, territory and built 
heritage in today’s Metropolitan Lima paradoxically demands looking 

land and Planning today. a brieF history
oF Urban Planning. hUacas Under the city’s gaze

josé carlos hayaKawa casas
director oF devenir magazine – universidad nacionaL de ingeniería 
arcHitecture and urban pLanning department

b
back, not only to preserve memory but also to review the progress that has been 
made, in order to evaluate new proposals.

The Plan del Centro de Lima (Lima Centre Plan, 1987) proposed reassessing its 
urban planning and built heritage. The Plan de Desarrollo Metropolitano de Lima y 
Callao (Metropolitan Lima and Callao Development Plan, 1990-2010) presented a 
Monumental Urban Heritage Policy exclusively centred on the Lima Historic Centre, 
ignoring pre-Hispanic heritage as well as viceroyal and republican heritage outside the 
city centre. It had two main objectives: reassessing urban planning and built heritage 
and promoting its use for religious, civic, cultural, institutional, financial, tourism and 
recreational activities. The Plan Maestro Centro de Lima (Lima Centre Master Plan, 
1999) had the purpose of revitalising spatial and social structures with cultural value, 
recommending treatment zones, specialised use routes and monumental tourism 
routes. The Plan Maestro del Centro Histórico de Lima al 2025 (Lima Historic 
Centre Master Plan, 2014) resumed and updated the previous proposals. 

Built heritage in PLAM 2035. My city’s wakas
The process of developing the built heritage issue in Metropolitan Lima was 
divided into four methodological stages: Metropolitan Diagnosis, Pre-Cataloguing, 
Prioritisation and the Urban Planning Heritage and Landscape Network. The 
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pucllana (400 ad), split in two

Photo: Picchio Wasi



of their context, such as the level of urban consolidation and ecological structure). 
The concentrations of heritage assets were identified and divided into three groups: 
Central Cultural Group, Peripheral Cultural Group (Lima’s interdistrict areas) and 
Cultural route. To this end, the topic of heritage was intersected with others, such as 
free use areas, land use, urban mobility, urban equipment and centralities.

Lessons learned
This rewarding process provided valuable lessons. 
– The coordination of interests demands increasing collaboration and co-responsi-

bility, furthering more uncentralised, territorialised and participative experiences 
among the social actors.

– The key element in preparing heritage for public use is supporting the principles 
of participation, autonomy and the diversification of funding, including cultural 
tourism. 

– Cultural heritage has a great potential for acting on transversal or transectorial 
policies, interrelated with other co-potential areas.

– The application of the principle of subsidies demands the development of 
policies, plans and programs closer to the citizen, both in proximity and co-
responsibility.

– Planning acknowledges the need for a strategic approach, always bearing in 
mind the achievement of goals and the need to define stages, actors and roles.

Finally, at a time when there is a total absence of strategic vision for the city from 
the Metropolitan authorities, we find in this work the basis for proper planning, 
which in turn should help build a better city.
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PLAM 2035 Built Heritage Diagnosis had as its main purpose “to identify the 
strategic aspects of the present state of built heritage in Metropolitan Lima, as key 
elements for the formulation of metropolitan heritage public policies that enhance 
its social value”.1 This work benefited from a multidimensional and multisectorial 
approach, which integrated housing, public spaces, risk assessment, viability, 
environment, land use and zoning, economy and governability perspectives. In 
order to carry out the Metropolitan Diagnosis and Pre-Cataloguing stages for pre-
Hispanic archaeological heritage the three available databases were used. The first 
two belong to the Ministry of Culture. One of them has 362 ‘points’ (with location 
data but neither delimitation nor protected surface) and the second has 266 polygons 
which include location and the delimitation of protected surface data). Additionally, 
data proferred by the Metropolitan Lima Municipality Culture Management office 
were used, with information and polygon delimitation of 300 archaeological sites. 
These were contrasted with other reference heritage inventories. The level of damage 
of archaeological sites in Metropolitan Lima as opposed to district zoning were 
contrasted, in an unprecedented effort which revealed grave conflicts.

The Prioritisation stage considered three variables for the differentiation of 
heritage assets based on their urban potential: scientific value, level of tourism 
priority and approximate surface. The information in reviewed inventories was 
subdivided and assigned a numeric value. This enabled the quantification and 
recategorisation of information. Once the three variables were intersected, pre-
Hispanic archaeological monuments were placed within a priority of three levels of 
urban potential: metropolitan, zonal and local. 

In the Heritage and Landscape Network stage different aspects were defined, such 
as cultural groups (concentrations of heritage assets grouped according to the dynamics 

1 Ariza, R., and Hayakawa, J., 2015. “Patrimonio y Plan Urbano en Lima: Apuestas y Desafíos del 
Diagnóstico y Propuesta de Patrimonio Edificado en el Plam 2035”. In: Devenir, 2(3), p. 135.
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ach of the sounds we perceive in our daily life is predetermined by the 
space where the listening event happens. Spaces are resonators that sculpt 
and transform percussion, music, noise. Architecture and sound have a 

soUnd as a sUbjectiVe diMension oF sPace

PaUchi sasaKi
composer and sound artist

function in common: just as iconic buildings and monuments help us to navigate a 
city, sound enables us to determine distances and locate our position in space. The 
civilisations of ancient Peru were no strangers to this dual relationship, integrating 
acoustics to their structures as an essential design element.1 This sound installation 
is inspired by the intrinsic relationship between space and sound. It presents, on one 
hand, the act of listening as the most subjective approximation to an understanding 
of the architectural experience and, on the other, it recognises architecture as a form 
of sound composition, with urban planning as the score.

e

1 The following studies make the case that ancient Peruvians devised sound design through 
architecture: 

 Lumbreras, L.G., González C. and Lietaer B., 1976. “Acerca de la función del sistema 
hidráulico de Chavín”. Lima, Museo Nacional de Antropología y Arqueología. 

 J.S Abel, J.W. Rick, P. P. Huang, M. A. Kolar, J. O. Smith and J. M. Chowing, 2008. “On the 
Acoustics of the Underground Galleries of Ancient Chavín de Huántar, Peru”. In: Acoustics 
08. Paris. 
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The way sound spatialisation behaves in this installation follows fundamental 
guidelines in ancient Peru. The Andean worldview takes into account the four 
horizontal compass points marking space (North, South, East and West) as well 
as the vertical directions of abstract territories: hanan pacha (the world above, the 
realm of the gods, the cosmos), kay pacha (this material world, the here and now) 
and uku pacha (the underworld, the world within). To these an eighth direction is 
added: Chaupin (the centre), which has been studied by Peruvian architect Mario 
Osorio.2 This concept of space differs greatly from the Western notion, since it 
integrates space-time with the perspective of the individual.

Huacas, recently explored and shown in this exhibition, serve as compasses 
pointing us toward an understanding of the city in the context of time. They 
are symbols; in order to understand them, it is necessary to acknowledge their 
relational nature. Just as isolated words acquire meaning within the structure of 
language, huacas and their irrigation networks form a powerful syntax capable of 
transforming the territory.

This sound installation is an exercise in approaching the profound nuances of a 
foundational language and the perception of their relationships and connections to 
time and to the place where they unfold. 

2 Osorio Olazábal, M., 1988. “Estructuras de Observación Chaupin”. First edition. Lima: Nicolsa.
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t the height of the Inca culture (1400-1532 AD) many temples were 
devoted to the ceremonies and rituals of the official religion. The main 
temple was, unquestionably, Qorikancha (‘Golden Abode’), in Cusco. 

P’UnchawKancha
inca teMPle oF the sUn in PachacaMaQ

alFio Pinasco carella
arcHitect. m.Hist. by tHe pucp andean studies program.
proFessor at tHe urp arcHitecture department.
Founder oF instituto de arQueo–arQuitectura andina

a
Second in importance were the Temple of the Sun – at Lake Titicaca, in the 
Andean Highlands – and P’unchawkancha (‘Abode of the Sun’), which was part of 
the venerated Pachacamaq sanctuary, on the coastal flatlands.

It is believed that P’unchawkancha was designed by King Pachacuteq Inca 
Yupanki, and that his instructions were carried out by general Qapaq Yupanqui, 
his brother and deputy, who left the temple’s adobe walls unpainted. The two 
following stages, in which the temple’s shape and colour were altered, were directed 
by Pachacuteq’s son, the bold Tupa Yupanki, who as co-regent expanded the temple 
and painted it a golden yellow. Later, as king, he again expanded it and painted its 
walls a deep red (Uhle 1903, Franco 1996, Ravines 1998).

On a hill with an ample view of the valley and the sea, the tiered temple 
(approximately 200 m x 250 m) has ritualised entrances and terraces for hierarchised 
uses, with areas and enclosures for ceremonies, celebrations, burials and sacrifices. 
From its apex, with a wide square flanked by two twin shrines to the North and the 
South, the eye can reach from the mountains of the Andes to the wide sea. 

The shape and distribution of its enclosures are determined by ritual aspects 
largely unknown to us. However, its construction shows a thorough modular layout 
with harmonious proportions, as well as an excellent adaptation to the desert climate 
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rturo Jiménez Borja’s decision to reconstruct the Puruchuco huaca in the 
1950s shocked restorers and archaeologists alike. They expect monuments 
to remain frozen in time, adding nothing that could lead to a ‘historic 

the hUaca as benchMarK

enriQUe bonilla di tolla
dean oF tHe universidad de Lima arcHitecture program

a
fake’. His transgression, however, awakened for the first time among architects an 
aesthetic interest in coastal pre-Hispanic architecture. The thick rammed earth walls 
or stuccoed adobe (‘tarrajeado’, as we say in Peru) would become the benchmark for 
an architecture that strived to forge its way within a modernity that was losing its 
standing as an international style. Spaces defined by walls gained advantage over the 
Corbusier-inspired open plan, with its columns and slabs; the scantly fenestrated 
solid box won over the curtain wall. Volume prevailed over transparency, as did mass 
over lightness.

A new aesthetics was born of the meeting of an age-old tradition and a ‘less-
is-more’ spirit that resulted in the naked, earthy wall. Among the buildings that 
confirmed that something had changed was the Ajax Hispania, by Emilio Soyer. 
We are talking, therefore, about regionalism, although some among us prefer the 
term ‘appropriated modernity’. 

From then on, the most important architecture programs in Peru have incor-
porated to their architectural design syllabi the formal and spatial exploration of 
huacas and explored the aesthetic possibilities they offer for a contemporary archi-
tecture, showcasing the way they adapt to their environment and, above all, to our 
complex geography, following the guidelines laid down by our ancestors.

The huaca as architectural project in academia is a meeting between the civilisa-
tion of the past and the civilisation of tomorrow, when we will surely be a country 
completely reconciled with its culture.
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of the Coast. It also presents astronomical alignments to the Amaru constellation 
(Scorpio, related to agriculture) and to the Summer Solstice, marking the time for 
great celebrations at the beginning and the end of the year.

This archaeo-architectural study, which has spanned many years, has required 
considerable time and resources, and implied the collaboration of many people and 
institutions. The proposal of the recomposition hypothesis regarding shape and 
colour was backed up by the accounts written by chroniclers, as well as archaeological 
verifications and a knowledge of the architectural techniques, materials and methods 
used in that period.

undercover



ima’s huacas provide a great lesson for architects and urban designers, not 
merely as isolated architectural objects but especially in relation to the 
land and landscape of what is now Peru’s capital city. 

learning FroM las hUacas

Rather than a group of temples or palaces, what the ancient Peruvians built was 
an infrastructure network. This teaches us that architecture cannot detach from a 
logic of land occupation and a vision of territorial development as the fundamental 
conditions for its inhabitation and that it must show respect for what came before. 
The Lima territory consisted of a network of irrigation canals that transformed the 
desert into verdant fields. It was an extensive occupation of the valley through a 
mesh of interlinked sacred places connected in turn to the geographic landmarks 
that were their natural complement, as well as to a road network that articulated the 
landmarks in this system, ensuring the continuity of a landscape both productive 
and sacred.

Nowadays Lima occupies an immense area, and depends on a territory that 
greatly surpasses the three valleys on which it stands. It is a megalopolis with 
multiple structural problems and, faced with the need to solve them, we don’t know 
where to begin.

We are, however, fortunate to have a past that can give us the information we 
need for our future. We believe this is the great legacy the huacas have bequeathed 
to us. 

We must turn our gaze again towards this systemic infrastructure network, 
seeing beyond its historical shapes in order to understand the strategies adopted 
by the architects who preceded us in response to the climate, to geography and to 

sandra barclay and jean Pierre croUsse
curators – peru paviLion,
15tH internationaL arcHitecture exHibition – venice biennaLe, 2016
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Mateo salado (1100 ad) and its urban context

Photo: Pedro Espinoza Fajardo
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If we are willing to learn from the huacas we may be able to picture Lima’s 
transformation through small-scale, easily replicated, systemic projects, covering 
wide expanses of the territory, thus benefiting its inhabitants. The large network 
of huacas still standing in Lima could be an exceptional starting point for this 
transformation.

Mateo salado

Rendering: Barclay & Crousse

part 3

the inhabitability of this land. We can claim these strategies and use them to spark 
the great change our city needs. We must not expect this change to come only 
through large-scale projects, which as we know consume considerable economic 
resources, generate conflict in their sphere of influence and can become hotbeds of 
corruption; plus, their effectiveness is debatable.

undercover



alazar Bondy wrote this in 1964, as a reaction to the demolition of a 
mansion in Lima. This event made him aware of the rising tension in the 
city between modernity and progress. In his article he urged citizens and 

liMa Milenaria PhotograPhy contest

“Because we are a country with character, when our streets and houses begin 
to resemble those of any other country we ourselves become empty inside, and 
lose all connection to our destiny”.
— Sebastián Salazar Bondy / “Demolición, desnacionalización” (“Demolition, 

de-nationalisation”). Oiga magazine, 1964.

jaVier lizarzabUrU 
curator – peru paviLion,
16tH internationaL arcHitecture exHibition – venice biennaLe.
JournaList and Founder oF tHe Lima miLenaria campaign

s
authorities not to go down that road.

His pleas went unheard. 54 years later, that particular interpretation of growth 
has become even more brutal. However, even those among us who may not have 
those decisions in our hands do have the power to raise awareness. This is the reason 
behind the heritage photography contest we started a few years ago on the Lima 
Milenaria Facebook page.

It is the only citizen contest of its kind in Peru, and anyone can enter. Several of the 
images in this catalogue were chosen from different editions of the competition, and 
they speak of many things. There is poetry in them, as well as protest, homage, fury...

Above and beyond any analysis, what remains is a personal experience of the 
spaces we acknowledge with an image, as well as the certainty that there will always 
be a corner we cherish, or another one we want to discover. “One day we’ll visit that 
place, my love”, read a comment left by a visitor to the page. It is in the everyday 
nature of these meetings that Lima’s destiny is redefined, one day at a time.
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iMilla / girl

(purucHuco /
15tH century)

Photo: Estuardo Loyola Silva
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a little song within

a greater song

(canto cHico / 1100 ad)

Photo: Joseph Moreno Mandujano

The photographs in pages
22, 26, 29, 30, 42, 46, 56, 
68, 90, 92-93
were submissions to the
Lima Milenaria Contest.
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